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Abstract10

The complexity class CLS was proposed by Daskalakis and Papadimitriou in 2011 to understand11

the complexity of important NP search problems that admit both path following and potential12

optimizing algorithms. Here we identify a subclass of CLS – called UniqueEOPL – that applies a13

more specific combinatorial principle that guarantees unique solutions. We show that UniqueEOPL14

contains several important problems such as the P-matrix Linear Complementarity Problem, finding15

Fixed Point of Contraction Maps, and solving Unique Sink Orientations (USOs). UniqueEOPL16

seems to a proper subclass of CLS and looks more likely to be the right class for the problems of17

interest. We identify a problem – closely related to solving contraction maps and USOs – that is18

complete for UniqueEOPL. Our results also give the fastest randomised algorithm for P-matrix LCP.19
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1 Introduction32

The complexity class TFNP contains search problems that are guaranteed to have a solution,33

and whose solutions can be verified in polynomial time [44]. While it is a semantically defined34

complexity class and thus unlikely to contain complete problems, a number of syntactically35

defined subclasses of TFNP have proven very successful at capturing the complexity of total36

search problems. In this paper, we focus on two in particular, PPAD and PLS. The class37

PPAD was introduced in [49] to capture the difficulty of problems that are guaranteed total38

by a parity argument. It has attracted intense attention in the past decade, culminating in a39

series of papers showing that the problem of computing a Nash-equilibrium in two-player40

games is PPAD-complete [10,13], and more recently a conditional lower bound that rules out41

a PTAS for the problem [52]. No polynomial-time algorithms for PPAD-complete problems42
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51:2 Unique End of Potential Line

are known, and recent work suggests that no such algorithms are likely to exist [4, 25].43

PLS is the class of problems that can be solved by local search algorithms (in perhaps44

exponentially-many steps). It has also attracted much interest since it was introduced in [38],45

and looks similarly unlikely to have polynomial-time algorithms. Examples of PLS-complete46

problems include computing: a pure Nash equilibrium in a congestion game [19], a locally47

optimal max cut [53], or a stable outcome in a hedonic game [24].48

If a problem lies in PPAD and PLS then it is unlikely to be complete for either class, since49

this would imply an extremely surprising containment of one class in the other. Daskalakis50

and Papadimitriou [14] observed that several prominent total function problems for which no51

polynomial-time algorithms are known lie in PPAD∩PLS. Motivated by this they introduced52

CLS, a syntactically defined subclass of PPAD ∩ PLS, that captures optimization problems53

over a continuous domain in which a continuous potential function is being minimized, with54

access to a polynomial-time continuous improvement function. They showed that many55

well-studied problems are in CLS, including the problem of solving a simple stochastic game,56

the more general problems of solving a P-matrix Linear Complementarity Problem, finding57

an approximate fixpoint to a contraction map, finding an approximate stationary point of a58

multivariate polynomial, and finding a mixed Nash equilibrium of a congestion game. In this59

paper we study an interesting subset of CLS consisting of problems with unique solutions.60

Contraction. In this problem we are given a function f : Rd → Rd that is purported to be61

c-contracting, meaning that for all points x, y ∈ [0, 1]n we have d(f(x), f(y)) ≤ c · d(x, y),62

where c is a constant satisfying 0 < c < 1, and d is a distance metric. Banach’s fixpoint63

theorem states that if f is contracting, then it has a unique fixpoint [3], meaning that64

there is a unique point x ∈ Rd such that f(x) = x.65

P-LCP. The P-matrix linear complementarity problem (P-LCP) is a variant of the linear66

complementarity problem in which the input matrix is a P-matrix [12]. An interesting67

property of this problem is that, if the input matrix actually is a P-matrix, then the68

problem is guaranteed to have a unique solution [12]. Designing a polynomial-time69

algorithm for P-LCP has been open for decades, at least since the 1978 paper of Murty [47]70

that provided exponential-time examples for Lemke’s algorithm [42] for P-LCPs.71

USO. A unique sink orientation (USO) is an orientation of the edges of an n-dimensional72

hypercube such that every face of the cube has a unique sink. Since the entire cube is a73

face of itself, this means that there is a unique vertex of the cube that is a sink, meaning74

that all edges are oriented inwards. The USO problem is to find this unique sink.75

All of these problems are most naturally stated as promise problems, since we have no way76

of efficiently verifying whether a function is contracting, whether a matrix is a P-matrix,77

or whether an orientation is a USO. Hence, it makes sense, for example, to study the78

contraction problem where it is promised that the function f is contracting, and likewise for79

the other two. However, each of these problems can be turned into non-promise problems80

that lie in TFNP. In the case of Contraction, if the function f is not contracting, then there81

exists a short certificate of this fact. Specifically, any pair of points x, y ∈ Rd such that82

d(f(x), f(y)) > c · d(x, y) give an explicit proof that the function f is not contracting. We83

call these violations, since they witness a violation of the promise inherent in the problem.84

So, Contraction can be formulated as the non-promise problem of either finding a solution85

or finding a violation. This problem is in TFNP because in the case where there is not a86

unique solution, there must exist a violation of the promise. The P-LCP and USO problems87

also have violations that can be witnessed by short certificates, and so they can be turned88

into non-promise problems in the same way, and these problems also lie in TFNP. For89
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Contraction and P-LCP we actually know that both are in CLS [14]. Prior to this work USO90

was not known to lie in any non-trivial subclass of TFNP, and placing USO into a non-trivial91

subclass of TFNP was identified as an interesting open problem by Kalai [39, Problem 6].92

We remark that not every problem in CLS has the uniqueness properties that we identify93

above. For example, the KKT problem [14] lies in CLS, but has no apparent notion of having94

a unique solution. The problems that we study share the special property that there is a95

natural promise version of the problem, and that promise problem has a unique solution.96

Our contributions. We define the complexity classes PromiseUEOPL and UniqueEOPL to97

capture problems in CLS that have unique solutions. We argue that UniqueEOPL is likely98

to be a strict subset of CLS. We introduce the notion of promise-preserving reductions,99

which allow us to simultaneously obtain results for the promise and non-promise versions100

of problems. We show that all of our motivating problems – USO, P-LCP, and finding a101

fixpoint of a Piecewise-Linear Contraction under an `p-norm – are contained in UniqueEOPL102

(PromiseUEOPL for the promise versions) via promise-preserving reductions. Thus, we resolve103

the open problem of Kalai mentioned above, by showing that USO is in UniqueEOPL and104

thus also CLS, PPAD and PLS. Our results also imply that parity, mean-payoff, discounted,105

and simple-stochastic games lie in UniqueEOPL. We also provide a complete problem for106

UniqueEOPL, called One-Permutation Discrete Contraction (OPDC). It is motivated by a107

discretized version of contraction, but it is also closely related to USO, and we consider its108

hardness to be a substantial step towards showing hardness for contraction and USO.109

The new techniques used in our reductions also lead to new algorithmic results. We110

obtain direct polynomial-time algorithms for finding fixpoints of contraction maps in fixed111

dimension for any `p norm, where previously such algorithms relied on a reduction to the112

Tarski fixpoint problem [51]. Our reduction for P-LCP allows a technique of Aldous [2] to113

be applied, which in turn gives the fastest-known randomized algorithm for P-LCP.114

A main message of our paper is that several important problems lie in UniqueEOPL and115

that UniqueEOPL is likely to be a proper subset of CLS.116

Related work. Hubáček and Yogev [36] proved lower bounds for CLS. They introduced a117

problem known as EndOfMeteredLine which they showed was in CLS, and for which they118

proved a query complexity lower bound of Ω(2n/2/
√
n) and hardness under the assumption119

that there were one-way permutations and indistinguishability obfuscators for problems in120

P/poly. Recently, two variants of ContractionMap have been shown to be CLS-complete.121

Whereas in the original definition of ContractionMap it is assumed that an `p or `∞ norm122

is fixed, and the contraction property is measured w.r.t. the induced metric, in these two123

complete variants, a metric [15] and meta-metric [20] are given as input to the problem.124

Papadimitriou showed that P-LCP, the problem of solving the LCP or returning a125

violation of the P-matrix property, is in PPAD [49] using Lemke’s algorithm. The relationship126

between Lemke’s algorithm and PPAD has been studied by Adler and Verma [1]. Later,127

Daskalakis and Papadimitrou showed that P-LCP is in CLS [14], using the potential reduction128

method in [41]. Many algorithms for P-LCP have been studied, e.g., [40,46,47]. However, no129

polynomial-time algorithms are known for P-LCP. The best-known algorithms for P-LCP130

are based on a reduction to Unique Sink Orientations (USOs) of cubes [59]. For an P-matrix131

LCP of size n, the USO algorithms of [60] apply, and give a deterministic algorithm that132

runs in time O(1.61n) and a randomized algorithm with expected running time O(1.43n).133

The application of Aldous’ algorithm [2] to the UniqueEOPL instance that we produce134

from a P-matrix LCP takes expected time 2n/2 · poly(n) = O(1.4143n) in the worst case.135

We study USOs of cubes, a problem that was first studied by Stickney and Watson [59]136

in the context of P-matrix LCPs. Motivated by Linear Programming, acylic USOs (AUSOs)137
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have also been studied, both for cubes and general polytopes [28, 33]. Recently Gärtner138

and Thomas studied the computational complexity of recognizing USOs and AUSOs [29].139

A series of papers provide upper and lower bounds for approaches for solving (A)USOs,140

including [22,23,26,31,43,54,55,60,61]. To the best of our knowledge, we are first to study141

the general problem of solving a USO from a complexity-theoretic point of view.142

The problem of computing a fixpoint of a continuous map f : D → D with Lipschitz143

constant c has been extensively studied, in both continuous and discrete variants [8, 9, 16].144

For arbitrary maps with c > 1, exponential bounds on the query complexity are known [7,32].145

In [6, 35, 58], algorithms for computing fixpoints of weakly (c = 1) and strictly (c < 1)146

contracting maps are studied.147

A number of algorithms are known for contractions w.r.t. the `2 norm [34,48, 57]. There148

is an exponential lower bound for absolute approximation with c = 1 [57]. For relative149

approximation (||x−f(x)|| ≤ ε) in dimension d, an O(d · log 1/ε) time algorithm is known [34].150

For absolute approximation (||x − x∗|| ≤ ε where x∗ is an exact fixpoint) with c < 1, an151

ellipsoid-based algorithm with time complexity O(d · [log(1/ε) + log(1/(1− c))]) is known152

[34]. For the `∞ norm, [56] gave an algorithm to find an ε-relative approximation in time153

O(log(1/ε)d) which is polynomial for constant d. A polynomial time algorithm for finding an154

approximate fixpoint of a contraction map in constant dimension can be obtained through a155

reduction to the Tarski fixpoint problem [51].156

2 Unique End of Potential Line157

We define two new complexity classes called EOPL and UniqueEOPL. EOPL combines158

EndOfLine and SinkOfDag, the canonical complete problems for PPAD and PLS [49].159

I Definition 1 (EndOfPotentialLine). Given Boolean circuits S, P : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n
160

such that P (0n) = 0n 6= S(0n) and a Boolean circuit V : {0, 1}n → {0, 1, . . . , 2m − 1} such161

that V (0n) = 0 find one of the following:162

(R1) A point x ∈ {0, 1}n such that S(P (x)) 6= x 6= 0n or P (S(x)) 6= x.163

(R2) A point x ∈ {0, 1}n such that x 6= S(x), P (S(x)) = x, and V (S(x))− V (x) ≤ 0.164

This problem defines an exponentially large graph where each vertex has in-degree and165

out-degree at most one (as in EndOfLine) that is also a DAG (as in SinkOfDag). An166

edge exists from x to y if and only if S(x) = y, P (y) = x, and V (x) < V (y). Only some167

bit-strings encode vertices. Specifically, if S(x) = x for some bit-string x, then x does not168

encode a vertex. The problem consists of a single instance that is simultaneously an instance169

of EndOfLine and an instance of SinkOfDag. To solve the problem, it suffices to solve170

either of these problems. Solutions of type (R1) are ends of lines, and solutions of type (R2)171

are points where the potential does not increase along an edge.172

We define the complexity class EOPL to consist of all problems that can be reduced in173

polynomial time to EndOfPotentialLine. We show the following containment.174

I Theorem 2. EOPL ⊆ CLS.175

To prove this, we reduce EndOfPotentialLine to the EndOfMeteredLine, which was176

defined and shown to be in CLS by Hubáček and Yogev [36]. The difference between the two177

problems is that EndOfMeteredLine requires that the potential increases by exactly one178

along each edge. Our reduction inserts new vertices into the instance to satisfy this property.179
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2.1 Promise problems with unique solutions180

Each of the problems that we study have a promise, and if the promise is satisfied the181

problem has a unique solution. For example, in the contraction problem, we are given a182

function as a circuit but cannot efficiently check whether the function is actually contracting.183

If the function is contracting, then Banach’s fixpoint theorem states that it has a unique184

fixpoint [3]. If it is not contracting, there exist violations that can be witnessed by short185

certificates. We can use violations to formulate the problem as a non-promise problem that186

lies in TFNP: we ask for either a fixpoint or a violation of contraction.187

When we place this type of problem in EOPL, we obtain an instance with extra properties.188

Specifically, if the original problem has no violations, i.e., the promise is satisfied, then the189

EndOfPotentialLine instance will contain a single line that starts at 0n, and ends at the190

unique solution. So, if we ever find two distinct lines, we immediately know that the instance191

fails to satisfy the promise. We define the following problem to capture these properties.192

I Definition 3 (UniqueEOPL). Given Boolean circuits S, P : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n such that193

P (0n) = 0n 6= S(0n) and a Boolean circuit V : {0, 1}n → {0, 1, . . . , 2m − 1} such that194

V (0n) = 0 find one of the following:195

(U1) A point x ∈ {0, 1}n such that P (S(x)) 6= x.196

(UV1) A point x ∈ {0, 1}n such that x 6= S(x), P (S(x)) = x, and V (S(x))− V (x) ≤ 0.197

(UV2) A point x ∈ {0, 1}n such that S(P (x)) 6= x 6= 0n.198

(UV3) Two points x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, such that x 6= y, x 6= S(x), y 6= S(y), and either199

V (x) = V (y) or V (x) < V (y) < V (S(x)).200

0
0n

1 2 3
x

5
S(x)

7
UV1

8
UV2

9
U1

2 3 4
y

5 7
U1

Figure 1 UniqueEOPL instance with 3 lines. The main line starts at 0n and ends with a UV1
solution. There is a final line of length one to the bottom right, whose start vertex is a UV2 solution.
The ranges of potential values for the main line and top line intersect, so they contribute many UV3
solutions. We highlight one on the diagram with x, S(x), and y, such that V (x) < V (y) < V (S(x)).

We split solutions into two types: proper solutions and violations. Solutions of type (U1)201

encode the end of a line, which are the proper solutions. (UV1) violations are vertices at202

which the potential fails to increase. (UV2) violations are the start of any line other than 0n.203

(UV3) violations are a different witness that there are more than one line, namely a pair of204

vertices x and y, with either V (x) = V (y), or such that V (y) lies between V (x) and V (S(x)),205

so x and y cannot lie on the same line. See Figure 1 for an illustration.206

We remark that (UV1) and (UV2) violations already capture the property that “there207

is a unique line”, since if we exclude them, then a second line cannot exist. However, with208

only these two violations, we may find two vertices on two different lines, but both may be209

exponentially many steps away from the start of their respective lines. (UV3) violations make210

any pair of vertices that are provably on two different lines a violation. All of the problems211

in UniqueEOPL have the property that if we ever find a (UV3) violation, the problem can be212

solved immediately.213
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51:6 Unique End of Potential Line

We define UniqueEOPL to be the class of problems that can be reduced in polynomial214

time to UniqueEOPL1. For each of our problems, it is also interesting to consider the215

promise variant, in which it is guaranteed via a promise that no violations exist. We define216

PromiseUniqueEOPL to be the promise version of UniqueEOPL in which it is promised217

that 0n is the only start of a line, and PromiseUEOPL to be the class of promise problems218

that can be reduced in polynomial time to PromiseUniqueEOPL.219

The problem UniqueEOPL has the interesting property that, if it is promised that there220

are no violation solutions, then there must be a unique solution. All of the problems that we221

study in this paper share this property, and indeed when we reduce them to UniqueEOPL,222

the resulting instance will have a unique line whenever the original problem has no violation223

solutions. We formalise this by defining the concept of a promise-preserving reduction. This224

is a reduction between two problems A and B, both of which have proper solutions and225

violation solutions. The reduction is promise-preserving if, when it is promised that A has226

no violations, then the resulting instance of B also has no violations. Hence, if we reduce a227

problem to UniqueEOPL via a chain of promise-preserving reductions, and we know that228

there are no violations in the original problem, then there is a unique line ending at the229

unique proper solution in the instance. So, if we show that a problem is in UniqueEOPL (or230

UniqueEOPL-complete) via a chain of promise-preserving reductions, then we automatically231

get that the promise version of that problem, where it is promised that there are no violations,232

lies in PromiseUEOPL (or PromiseUEOPL-complete).233

3 One-Permutation Discrete Contraction (OPDC)234

OPDC plays a crucial role in our results. We show that it lies in UniqueEOPL, and the we235

reduce both PL-Contraction and Unique-Sink-Orientation to it, thereby showing that236

those problems also lie in UniqueEOPL. We also show that UniqueEOPL can be reduced237

to OPDC, making it the first example of a non-trivial UniqueEOPL-complete problem.238

Direction functions. OPDC can be seen as a discrete variant of the continuous contraction239

problem. A contraction map is a function f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1]d that is contracting under a240

metric d, i.e., d(f(x), f(y)) ≤ c · f(x, y) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]d and some constant c satisfying241

0 < c < 1. We discretize this by overlaying a grid of points on the [0, 1]d cube. Let [k]242

denote the set {0, 1, . . . , k}. Given a tuple of grid widths (k1, k2, . . . , kd), we define the set243

P (k1, k2, . . . , kd) as [k1]× [k2]× · · · × [kd]. We sometimes refer to P (k1, k2, . . . , kd) simply244

as P . Note that each point p ∈ P is a tuple (p1, p2, . . . , pd), where pi is an integer between 0245

and ki, and this point maps onto the point (p1/k1, p2/k2, . . . , pd/kd) ∈ [0, 1]d.246

Instead of a single function f , in the discretized problem we use a family of direction func-247

tions over the grid P . For each dimension i ≤ d, we have function Di : P → {up, down, zero}.248

Intuitively, the natural reduction from a contraction map f to a family of direction functions249

would, for each point p ∈ P and each dimension i ≤ d set: Di(p) = up whenever f(p)i > pi,250

Di(p) = down whenever f(p)i < pi, and Di(p) = zero whenever f(p)i = pi. In other words,251

the function Di simply outputs whether f(p) moves up, down, or not at all in dimension i.252

So a point p ∈ P with Di(p) = zero for all i would correspond to the fixpoint of f .253

A 2d example. To illustrate this definition, consider the 2d instance given in the two254

leftmost parts of Figure 2, which we use as a running example. These are two direction255

functions: the left one shows a direction function for the up-down dimension, which we256

1 We remark that Hubáček and Yogev [36] mention that their lower bound results for CLS may also
apply to such problems, but they did not investigate a corresponding complexity class.
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0
0

0
0 0 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Figure 2 This figure should be viewed in color. From left to right: A direction function for the
up/down dimension; a direction function for the left/right dimension; the red and blue surfaces; the
path that we follow.

will call dimension 1 and illustrate in blue. The right one shows the left-right dimension,257

which we will call dimension 2 and illustrate in red. Each square represents a point in the258

discretized space, and the value of the direction function is shown inside the box. Note that259

there is exactly one point p where D1(p) = D2(p) = zero, which is the fixpoint that we seek.260

Slices. We will frequently refer to subsets of P in which some dimensions have been fixed. A261

slice is represented as a tuple (s1, s2, . . . , sd), where each si is either: a number in [ki], which262

indicates that dimension i should be fixed to si; or the special symbol ∗, which indicates that263

dimension i is free to vary. We define Sliced to be the set of all possible slices in dimension d.264

Given a slice s ∈ Sliced, we define Ps ⊆ P to be the set of points in that slice, i.e., Ps contains265

every point p ∈ P such that pi = si whenever si 6= ∗. We say that a slice s′ ∈ Sliced is a266

sub-slice of a slice s ∈ Sliced if sj 6= ∗ =⇒ s′j = sj for all j ∈ [d]. An i-slice is a slice s for267

which sj = ∗ for all j ≤ i, and sj 6= ∗ for all j > i. In other words, all dimensions up to and268

including dimension i are allowed to vary, while all other dimensions are fixed.269

In our 2d example, there are three types of i-slices. There is one 2-slice: the slice (∗, ∗)270

that contains every point. For each x, there is a 1-slice (∗, x), which restricts the left/right271

dimension to the value x. For each pair x, y there is a 0-slice (y, x), which contains only the272

exact point corresponding to x and y.273

The OPDC problem. Let P be a grid of points in dimension d and D = (Di)i=1,...,d a274

family of direction functions over P . We say that a point p ∈ Ps in some slice s is a fixpoint275

of s if Di(p) = zero for all dimensions i where si = ∗. The promise version of OPDC promises276

that for every i-slice s, the following conditions hold.277

1. There is a unique fixpoint of s.278

2. Let s′ ∈ Sliced be a sub-slice of s where some coordinate i for which si = ∗ has been fixed.279

If q is the unique fixpoint of s, and p is the unique fixpoint of s′, then pi < qi implies280

Di(p) = up, and pi > qi implies Di(p) = down.281

Since the slice (∗, ∗, . . . , ∗) is an i-slice, the first condition implies that all i-slices including282

the full problem have a unique fixpoint. Intuitively, the second condition just ensures that283

the Di behave as direction functions. It says that if we have found the unique fixpoint p284

of the (i+ 1)-slice s′, and if it is not the unique fixpoint of the i-slice s, then Di(p) tells us285

which way to walk to find the fixpoint of s. This is a crucial property used in our reduction286

from OPDC to UniqueEOPL, and in our algorithms for contraction maps.287

In our 2d example, the first condition requires that every slice (∗, x) has a unique fixpoint,288

i.e., in every column there is a unique blue zero. The second condition says that, if we are289

at some blue zero, then the red direction function at that point tells us the direction of the290

overall fixpoint. Our example satisfies both conditions. We next define a total variant of291

OPDC that uses violations to cover the cases where D fails to satisfy these two conditions.292
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51:8 Unique End of Potential Line

I Definition 4 (OPDC). Given a tuple (k1, k2, . . . , kd) and circuits (Di(p))i=1,...,d, where293

each circuit Di : P (k1, k2, . . . , kd)→ {up, down, zero}, find one of the following294

(O1) A point p ∈ P such that Di(p) = zero for all i.295

(OV1) An i-slice s and points p, q ∈ Ps with p 6= q s.t. Dj(p) = Dj(q) = zero for all j ≤ i.296

(OV2) An i-slice s and points p, q ∈ Ps s.t. Dj(p) = Dj(q) = zero for all j < i, pi = qi + 1,297

and Di(p) = down and Di(q) = up.298

(OV3) An i-slice s and a point p ∈ Ps s.t. Dj(p) = Dj(q) = zero for all j < i, and either299

pi = 0 and Di(p) = down, or pi = ki and Di(p) = up.300

Solution type (O1) encodes a fixpoint, which is the proper solution of OPDC. Solution type301

(OV1) witnesses a violation of the fact that each i-slice should have a unique fixpoint, by302

giving two different points p and q that are both fixpoints of the same i-slice. Solutions of303

type (OV2) witness violations of the first and second properties. In these solutions we have304

two points p and q that are both fixpoints of their respective (i− 1)-slices and are directly305

adjacent in an i-slice s. If there is a fixpoint r of the slice s, then this witnesses a violation306

of the fact that Di(p) and Di(q) should both point towards r, since clearly one of them does307

not. On the other hand, if slice s has no fixpoint, then p and q also witness this fact, since308

the fixpoint should be in-between p and q, which is not possible. Solutions of type (OV3)309

consist of a point p that is a fixpoint of its (i− 1)-slice but Di(p) points outside the boundary310

of the grid. These are violations because Di(p) should point towards the fixpoint of the311

i-slice containing p, but that fixpoint cannot be outside the grid.312

It is perhaps not immediately obvious that OPDC is a total problem. Our promise-313

preserving reduction from OPDC to UniqueEOPL proves totality, and shows that if the314

OPDC instance has no violations then it has a unique solution. The prefix One-Permutation315

was chosen to emphasize that our solution conditions only consider i-slices. In the continuous316

contraction map problem with an `p metric, every slice has a unique fixpoint, and our317

reduction from contraction maps to OPDC works for any permutation of the dimensions.318

3.1 One-Permutation Discrete Contraction is UniqueEOPL-complete319

To show that OPDC lies in UniqueEOPL under promise-preserving reductions, we make320

use of an intermediate problem that we call UniqueForwardEOPL, which is a version of321

UniqueEOPL in which we only have a successor circuit S, meaning that no predecessor322

circuit P is given. Without this circuit, there is no way to tell if a vertex is the start323

of a line, so the only solutions to this problem are the end of a line, a vertex at which324

the potential fails to increase, or the analogue of (UV3). Although we no longer have a325

predecessor circuit, it is still the case that if the problem is promised to have no violations,326

then it must contain a single line ending at the unique proper solution. We reduce OPDC327

to UniqueForwardEOPL, and then reduce UniqueForwardEOPL to UniqueEOPL.328

An illustration of the reduction. We illustrate using the 2d example shown in Figure 2.329

The reduction uses the notion of a surface. The surface of a direction function Di is exactly330

the set of points p ∈ P such that Di(p) = zero. In the third part of Figure 2, we have overlaid331

the surfaces of the two direction functions from Figure 2. The fixpoint p that we seek has332

Di(p) = zero for all dimensions i, and so it lies at the intersection of these surfaces.333

To reach the overall fixpoint, we walk along a path starting from the bottom-left corner,334

which is shown on the rightmost part of Figure 2. The path begins by walking upwards335

until it finds the blue surface. Once it has found the blue surface, it then there are two336

possibilities: either we have found the overall fixpoint, in which case the line ends, or we337
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have not found the overall fixpoint, and the red direction function tells us that the direction338

of the overall fixpoint is to the right. If we have not found the overall fixpoint, then we move339

one step to the right, go back to the bottom of the diagram, and start walking upwards340

again. We keep repeating this until we find the overall fixpoint.341

How do we define a potential? Observe that the dimension-two coordinates of the points342

on the line are weakly monotone, i.e., the line never moves to the left. Furthermore, for any343

dimension-two slice (any slice in which the left/right coordinate is fixed), the dimension-one344

coordinate is increasing. So, if p = (p1, p2) denotes any point on the line, if k denotes the345

maximum coordinate in either dimension, then the function V (p1, p2) = k · p2 + p1 is a346

function that monotonically increases along the line, which we can use as a potential function.347

Uniqueness. For a promise-preserving reduction, the line must be unique whenever the348

OPDC instance has no violations. To do this we must be careful that only points that are to349

the left of the fixpoint are actually on the line, and that no “false” line exists to the right of350

the fixpoint. Here we rely on the following fact: if the line visits a point with coordinate x in351

dimension 2, then it must have visited the point p on the blue surface in the slice defined by352

x− 1. Moreover, for that point p we must have D2(p) = up, which means that it is to the353

left of the overall fixpoint. Using this fact, each vertex on our line will be a pair (p, q), where354

p is the current point that we are visiting, and q is either the symbol −, indicating that we355

are still in the first column of points, and we have never visited a point on the blue surface,356

or a point q that is on the blue surface that satisfies q2 = p2 − 1 and D2(q) = up. Hence q357

is always the last point that we visited on the blue surface, which provides a witness that358

we have not yet walked past the overall fixpoint. When we finish walking up a column, and359

find the point on the blue surface, we overwrite q with the new point. This step is not easily360

reversible, since to determine the predecessor of a vertex we would need to recover the value361

that was overwritten. So we create a UniqueForwardEOPL instance, and our onwards362

reduction to UniqueEOPL will produce a predecessor circuit.363

Violations. Our 2d example does not contain any violations, but our reduction can still364

handle all possible violations in the OPDC instance. At a high level, there are two possible365

ways in which the reduction can go wrong if there are violations.366

1. It is possible, that as we walk upwards in some column, we do not find a fixpoint, and367

our line will get stuck. In our 2d example, this case corresponds to a column of points368

in which there is no point on the blue surface. However, if there is no point on the369

blue surface, then we will either: find two adjacent points p and q in that column with370

D1(p) = up and D2(p) = down, which is a solution of type (OV2), or find a point p at371

the top of the column with D1(p) = up, or a point q at the bottom of the column with372

D1(q) = down. Both of these are solutions of type (OV3). There is also the similar373

case where we walk all the way to the right without finding an overall fixpoint, in which374

case we will find a point p on the right-hand boundary that satisfies D1(p) = zero and375

D2(p) = up, which is a solution of type (OV3).376

2. The other possibility is that there may be more than one point on the blue surface in377

some columns. This inevitably leads to multiple lines, since if q and q′ are both on the378

blue surface in some column, and p is in the column to the right of p and q, then (p, q)379

and (p, q′) will both be valid vertices on two different lines. We map these violations back380

to solutions of type (OV1). Specifically, the points p and q, which are given as part of the381

two vertices, are both fixpoints of the same slice, which is exactly what (OV1) asks for.382

Our reduction is promise-preserving because violations in the UFEOPL instance are never383

mapped back to proper solutions of the OPDC instance.384
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Generalizing to d dimensions. The full reduction from OPDC to UniqueForwardEOPL385

generalizes the approach given above to d dimensions. We say that a point p ∈ P is on386

the i-surface if Dj(p) = zero for all j ≤ i. In our 2d example we followed a line of points387

on the 1-surface, in order to find a point on the 2-surface. In between any two points on388

the 1-surface, we followed a line of points on the 0-surface (every point is trivially on the389

0-surface). Our line will visit a sequence of points on the (d− 1)-surface in order to find the390

point on the d-surface, which is the fixpoint. Between any two points on the (d− 1)-surface391

the line visits a sequence of points on the (d − 2)-surface, between any two points on the392

(d− 2)-surface the line visits a sequence of points on the (d− 3)-surface, and so on. Every393

time we find a point on the i-surface, we remember it, increment our position in dimension i394

by 1, and reset our coordinates back to 0 for all dimensions j < i. Hence, a vertex will be a395

tuple (p0, p1, . . . , pd), where each pi is either the symbol −, indicating that we have not yet396

encountered the i-surface, or the most recent point on the i-surface that we have visited.397

The potential is likewise generalized so that the potential of a point p is proportional398

to
∑d

i=1 k
ipi, where k is some constant that is larger than the grid size. Thus progress399

in dimension i dominates progress in dimension j whenever j < i, and the potential400

monotonically increase along the line. We are also able to deal with all possible violations.401

Completing the reduction to UniqueEOPL. The final step of the reduction uses402

SinkOfVerifiableLine, a problem introduced by Bitansky et al [4]. SinkOfVerifi-403

ableLine is intuitively similar to UniqueForwardEOPL. It was shown by Hubáček and404

Yogev [36] that SinkOfVerifiableLine can be reduced to an EndOfMeteredLine in-405

stance with a unique line, and hence to UniqueEOPL. However, [36] only deals with the406

promise problem. Our contribution is to deal with violations. In doing so, we complete our407

chain of promise-preserving reductions from OPDC to UniqueEOPL. It is worth pointing408

out that this step of the reduction implies that the cryptographic hardness results shown by409

Bitansky et al. for SinkOfVerifiableLine [5] also apply to UniqueEOPL.410

Hardness of OPDC. We show that OPDC is UniqueEOPL-hard by giving a polynomial-411

time promise-preserving reduction from UniqueEOPL to OPDC. Our reduction produces412

an OPDC instances where the set of points P is the Boolean hypercube {0, 1}n. In the413

case where the UniqueEOPL instance has no violations, meaning that it contains a single414

line, the reduction embeds this line into the hypercube. To do this, it splits the line in half.415

The second half is embedded into a particular sub-cube, while the first half is embedded416

into all other sub-cubes. This process is recursive, so each half of the line is again split in417

half, and further embedded into sub-cubes. The reduction ensures that the only fixpoint of418

the instance corresponds to the end of the line. If the UniqueEOPL instance does have419

violations, this embedding may fail, but we are then able to produce a violation for the420

original UniqueEOPL instance. We remark that this reduction makes significant progress421

towards showing hardness for Contraction and USO, since OPDC is a discrete variant of422

Contraction, and when the set of points is a hypercube, the problem is also very similar423

to USO. The key difference is that OPDC insists that only i-slices have a unique fixpoint,424

whereas Contraction and USO insist that all slices have unique fixpoints.425

I Theorem 5. OPDC is UniqueEOPL-complete under promise-preserving reductions, even426

when the set of points P is a hypercube.427

4 UniqueEOPL containment results428

We show that USO, P-LCP, and a variant of Contraction all lie in UniqueEOPL. For each of429

these three problems, we provide a reduction to OPDC, shown to be in UniqueEOPL in the430
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previous section.431

A USO instance naturally gives rise to an OPDC instance where the underlying grid of432

points is actually a cube, and there is an easy reduction that shows the following.433

I Theorem 6. USO is in UniqueEOPL under promise-preserving reductions.434

This result substantially advances our knowledge about USO, since prior to this work, it was435

only known to lie in TFNP, and Kalai [39, Problem 6] had posed the challenge to place it in436

some non-trivial subclass of TFNP. We place it in all of the standard subclasses of TFNP2.437

We provide two reductions from P-LCP to UniqueEOPL. One is via the known reduction438

from P-LCP to USO [59]. The other uses Lemke’s algorithm and produces a UEOPL instance439

with size linear in that of the P-LCP, which we require for our algorithmic result in Section 5.440

Lemke’s algorithm is a PPAD-style path-following algorithm. The potential comes from a441

parameter used in Lemke’s algorithm that changes monotonically on an P-matrix LCP. The442

complication is to deal with violations when the input matrix is not a P-matrix.443

The reason for two reductions is that each produces different types of violation. We444

emphasize that all violations used are well-known and natural, and perhaps one can convert445

between them in polynomial time. Moreover, for the promise problem the choice of violations446

is irrelevant: each reduction independently shows that promise P-LCP lies in PromiseUEOPL.447

I Theorem 7. P-LCP ∈ UniqueEOPL under promise-preserving reductions.448

For contraction, we study maps specified by piecewise linear functions. This differs from [14],449

where the map is given by an arbitrary arithmetic circuit. Although every contraction map450

has a unique fixpoint, for an arbitrary arithmetic circuit, the unique exact fixpoint may451

be irrational, and finding it is not known to be in FNP. Prior work instead asked for an452

approximate fixpoint [14]. However, given our interest in uniqueness of solutions we need to453

consider exact fixpoints, and thus study the problem with LinearFIXP arithmetic circuits [18],454

where multiplication of two variables is disallowed, and when the function is contracting,455

there is a unique rational fixpoint. This is still an interesting class of contraction maps,456

since it is powerful enough to represent the well-studied simple-stochastic games [11, 18]. We457

place this problem in UniqueEOPL via a promise-preserving reduction to OPDC. When the458

promise is not satisfied, the reduction either produces the standard violation, a pair of points459

at which the function is not contracting, or a different, more technical, violation.460

OPDC was inspired by the continuous contraction problem, and our reduction from461

contraction is to OPDC. The most complicated part of the reduction is picking a suitable set462

of points for the OPDC instance that is small enough, but also is guaranteed to contain the463

unique fixed point of the contraction instance. To do this, we formulate the fixpoint problem464

for a LinearFIXP circuit as an LCP and reason about the bit-length of solutions to this LCP.465

I Theorem 8. Finding the fixpoint of a piecewise linear contraction map in the `p norm is466

in UniqueEOPL under promise-preserving reductions for any p ∈ N ∪ {∞}.467

Finally, we note that our results imply that several other problems lie in UniqueEOPL. The468

simple-stochastic game (SSG) problem is known to reduce to piecewise-linear Contraction [18]469

and P-LCP [30]. Discounted games are known to reduce to SSGs [62], mean-payoff games to470

discounted games [62], and parity games to mean-payoff games [50]. So all these problems lie471

in UniqueEOPL too. [27] noted that ARRIVAL [17] lies in EOPL; since their EndOfPoten-472

tialLine instance contains only one line, ARRIVAL also lies in UniqueEOPL. However, none473

2 However, we do not place the problem in the recently defined class PWPP [37]
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of these are promise-problems. Each can be formulated so as to unconditionally have a unique474

solution. Hence, they seem to be easier than other problems captured by UniqueEOPL.475

I Theorem 9. The following problems are in UniqueEOPL: Solving a parity game; mean-476

payoff game; discounted game; simple-stochastic game; the ARRIVAL problem.477

5 New algorithms478

The insights provided by our containment results give two algorithmic results. Firstly, we479

obtain simple polynomial-time algorithms for finding the fixpoint of a contraction map in480

fixed dimension for any `p norm. This result was already known via a reduction to the481

problem of finding a Tarski fixpoint [51], but our algorithm utilises the structural properties482

of contraction that arise from our reduction to OPDC, and is arguably simpler.483

Secondly, as noted in [27], one of our reductions for P-LCP allows a technique of Aldous [2]484

to be applied, giving the fastest known randomized algorithm for P-LCP.485

6 Conjectures and conclusions486

B Conjecture 1. USO is hard for UniqueEOPL.487

Among our three motivating problems, USO seems the most likely to be UniqueEOPL-488

complete. Our hardness proof for OPDC already goes some way towards proving this, since489

it applies even on a hypercube. Going further, could we even show the stronger result of490

hardness for P-LCP, which would imply hardness of USO? The complexity of these two491

problems has been open for decades.492

B Conjecture 2. Piecewise-Linear Contraction in an `p norm is hard for UniqueEOPL.493

For this result, in addition to the i-slice vs. all slice issue, we would also need to convert the494

discrete OPDC problem to the continuous contraction problem. Converting discrete problems495

to continuous fixpoint problems has been well-studied in the context of PPAD-hardness496

reductions [13,45], but here we must additionally maintain the contraction property.497

Aside from hardness, we also think that the relationship between Contraction and498

USO should be explored further, since OPDC exposes significant, previously unrecognised,499

similarities between the two problems.500

B Conjecture 3. UniqueEOPL ⊂ EOPL = CLS.501

The question of EOPL vs CLS is unresolved, and we actually think it could go either way. One502

could show that EOPL = CLS by placing either of the two known CLS-complete Contraction503

variants into EOPL [15,20]. If the two classes are actually distinct, then it is interesting to504

ask which of the problems in CLS are also in EOPL.505

On the other hand, we believe that UniqueEOPL is a strict subset of EOPL. The evidence506

for this is that the extra violation in UniqueEOPL that does not appear in EndOfPo-507

tentialLine changes the problem significantly. It introduces many new solutions whenever508

there are multiple lines in the instance, and so it is unlikely, in our view, that one could509

reduce EndOfPotentialLine to UniqueEOPL. We also believe it very unlikely that510

other problems in CLS, such as the KKT problem of finding an approximate stationary511

point of a multivariate polynomial, are in UniqueEOPL. Of course, there is little hope to512

unconditionally prove that UniqueEOPL ⊂ EOPL, but we can ask for further evidence, such513

as oracle separations, to support the idea.514
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